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ABOUT SYMBIOSIS

"VASUDHAIVA KUTUMBAKKAM"
MEANS "WORLD IS ONE FAMILY"
Symbiosis is a family of 44 academic institutions, imparting quality education for over 40 years. It is
host to over 27,000 Indian and International students on campus and over 1,00,000 students offcampus.
These campuses epitomize the Symbiosis motto, 'Promoting International Understanding through
Quality Education' and are a beehive of international students from all across the globe, being privy
to Indian culture and hospitality. Many of these campuses are fully residential and have recreational
facilities which include swimming pools, amphitheatres & Health Care centres. Keeping its excellent
track record in mind, in 2002, the Ministry of Human Resources Development, Government of India
conferred the 'Deemed to be University' status on Symbiosis, and further in 2006 the University
Grants Commission, Government of India withdrew the word Deemed and renamed the University
as Symbiosis International University.
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STUDENT FEATURE

Name: Akankshya Bhuyan
Batch: 2020-22

Akankshya Bhuyan (2020-2022), is a BA
(English Major) graduate and a national-level
table tennis player since 2009. She is the
east zone champion for East Zonal InterUniversity for the years 2017, 2018 and 2019
for the University of Calcutta and state
champion in Cadets, Sub-junior, Junior and
Women's events in the state of Assam.
She shared her SIP experience as a Business
Development manager intern with Women
in Sport, India (WISI) as a great experience.
She learned a lot of new things by managing
interactions with multiple national athletes,
hosting various live shows with all of them
and maintaining a client base for the
company.
She also shared her MBA experience at SSSS,
which has been amazing. She also got plenty
of opportunities to explore and utilize her
skills through various platforms like being
the CR of her batch, the Summer Internship
Project (SIP) and being a member of the
Placement Committee.
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Name: Dhruvil Keswani
Batch: 2020-22

Dhruvil Keswani (2020-2022), is a B.Com
graduate and also a national level skater. He is
an Asian bronze medalist (2018), participated in
the world championship (2018), Junior Sardar
Patel Award 2013 Junior Jaydeepsinhji Award
2011, multiple time national winner.
He shared his SIP experience as a Business
Development manager intern with Fast and Up
India, as a great experience, where he got to
learn a lot of new things starting from product
training to arranging live sessions with various
running groups across the session stating the
importance of protein in their active life.
He further shared his MBA experience at SSSS,
in spite of all being virtual during his first year,
he felt SSSS did a great job in arranging the
course online considering the scenario of the
pandemic. Although, they didn’t experience
campus life for that period, which is more or
less very important for the growth of each
student during the tenure of the course, he sees
himself as a proud and privileged part of the
SSSS family.

ALUMNI SPEAKS

ROSHAN SHETTY
(2016-2018)

Rohan Shetty is a sports commentator & presenter. He is the director of Sportytude. He believes
"Symbiosis has been a pioneer when it comes to having a formalized Sports Education system
in India and with the advent of SSSS, it has helped all the young aspiring individuals like me
who want to work in the sports industry by bringing in all resources at one-stop, with respect to
Quality Education, Mentorship and Employment Opportunities. SSSS has assisted me in
creating a pool of networks with industry experts, which has helped me to streamline my
inroads into the sports industry added along with a family-like culture which is inbred at the
campus aiding me to get the best out of myself while I studied at SSSS."
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LIFE AT SSSS
Back To Campus

Life at SSSS has been going smoothly, with the college campus opening with peace and grace.
The administration and students are joining hands, in order to restore the atmosphere at SSSS to
what it was pre-Covid days. People are frolicking towards the hostel and campus at pace. The
students on the campus, are taking part in tournaments organized by the administration.
Football, basketball, volleyball are some of the sports that SSSS has won accolades in. Every day
there seems to be a large number of events lined up for the students so that they can cultivate
the feeling of togetherness and unity. Additionally, the weather has changed since winter is here
and life on campus has also become more enjoyable. New opportunities and new adventures will
surely be underway with the advent of the new year and the end of the current year.

World Football Summit
2021

The annual World Football Summit (WFS) recently concluded in Madrid Madrid. Our industry
connect, Mr. Siddharth Deshmukh, and two of our students were lucky enough to attend this
mega event, where they got to learn about the development of football in a practical way.
They also had the opportunity to interact with Ms. Marian Otamendi, CEO & Director of the
World Football Summit.
Over the years, WFS has evolved from an annual conference in Madrid to a strong platform
that connects executives and brands through an ever-growing number of physical and digital
events, offering tailor-made solutions for those aiming to stand out in the highly competitive,
quickly-growing, and complex sports market.
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BUSINESS NEWS
Ban on Online Gaming

The Karnataka government recently prohibited all forms of online games involving monetary
stakes. Interestingly, this state law comes at a time when the Madras High Court clarified
that games of skill that can be played online for stakes, cannot be categorized as betting or
gambling. Further, the Madras High Court struck down the overarching ban on games of
skills pursuant to the recent amendments to the Tamil Nadu gaming laws and stated that
such a ban was ultra vires the Constitution and was an ‘excessive and disproportionate’
exercise of authority.

James Milner, Adam Lallana invest
in Indian golfs analytics platform
UpGame

Liverpool midfielder James Milner and his former teammate Adam Lallana have invested an
undisclosed amount in Gurgaon-based golf performance improvement platform UpGame
through their firm White Rose Sports Management.
Founded by former Indian amateur golfer Sameer Sawhney in early 2019, UpGame uses data
intelligence, tracks practice and provides a coaching platform to golfers.
"Both James and Adam are legends of the game who have great understanding of what it
takes to perform at the highest level and the important role stats play in any sport," Sawhney
said. "We're thrilled to have two of the world's most famous athletes join us on our journey."
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DR. NAYANA NIMKAR - DIRECTOR, SSSS
Greetings!
The Symbiosis International Deemed University is known for its excellence in the discipline
of Management, and has launched the much needed 2 years fulltime MBA (Sports
Management) program. Our curriculum seeks to transform, prepare and empower our
students for the sports industry. The four corners for our future development is developing a
world class sports educational hub and teaching ecosystem, leveraging technology, creating
a global perspective and infusing an entrepreneurial mindset amongst our students.
We are one of the premier institutes in the country offering this niche course. Since the
inception of the program in 2016, the institute has kept pace with the changing
environment in the business of sports. The School updates the students with the latest
trends and technology used in Sports.
We are providing our students a new opportunity for engagement and practice with real
time settings that will better prepare them for their continued educational and professional
journeys.We look forward to seeing you at our campus and hope that this association will be
longstanding and fruitful one.
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SYMBIOSIS SCHOOL OF SPORTS SCIENCES,
SYMBIOSIS INTERNATIONAL
(DEEMED UNIVERSITY),
GRAM: LAVALE,TAL: MULSHI, PUNE 412 115.
PHONE: 020-28116294
E-MAIL:ADMISSION@SSSS.EDU.IN/ADMISSION.COMMITTEE@SSSS.EDU.IN

